
Dear Families and Friends,  

Welcome back!  It’s seems like ages since I’ve written a journal 
updating everyone on our goings-on in the Maple classroom.  First off, 
I’m most happy to report that all the teachers here at CMCL (and 
throughout the county) have started getting their first dose of the 
vaccine.  With that said, I am relieved that our Covid-19 exposure was 
limited and that we are all back healthy and happy to be here.  I 
know it was scary, for many reasons, but we have proven to be a 
strong and resilient community.  Please know that we are still taking all 
the same precautions as we have in the past and are working just as 
diligently on hand washing, and our sanitation processes.    

This week we started out with a provocation that 
involved ice, watercolors, and pipettes.  The children 
spent most of Tuesday and Wednesday exploring 
what happens to ice (water frozen in milk cartons, 
orange juice containers and ice cubes) when 
watercolor hits the ice that has been sprinkled with 
salt.  We asked the children what they thought would 
happen to the ice shapes.  The answers were many;  
Evie “The ice will melt.”  Bella, “It will 
be really cold.”  Porter, “I just want to 
watch it.“ Naomi, “It will turn pink, 
my favorite color.”   These were just 
a few of the  hypothesis made by 

our scientist in the making.   The children were mesmerized 
watching the watercolor dribble down the sides of the ice that 
the salt has pitted.    

We also had a little civic lesson.  We put the inauguration on 
(You-Tube) and we talked with the children about our new 
president and our new (most importantly) vice president,  to 
which I heard one of the children yell, I wanna see the girl!  We 
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also listened to Youth poet laureate, Amanda Gorman’s poem, during lunch.  
The children actually showed interest as she spoke.  They wanted to know her 
name and if she was a teenager (Evie).   I believe as an educator (and a parent 
of three children), that these moments in time are especially important for 
children of all ages.  Someday, they might remember where they were and who 
they were with, when these history making moments had occurred.   

Thursday, in keeping with our 
winter exploration (even though 
the weather has been a balmy 
70’) we made clay snowmen.  
They are the cutest little 
creatures.  The children rolled the 
clay into 3 different sized balls, 
then scored each clay ball, 
poked holes for eyes and used 
sticks from the yard as arms.  Next 
week we’ll  give them a coat of 
paint, and they’ll be in their new 
home by weeks end.   

As the school year progresses, 
we’re in the idea stage for our class project.  The children 
have shown interest in picture taking, animal habitats, 
building, and the weather to name a few.  I’ll keep 
everyone posted as our endeavor develops. 

Have a wonderful weekend and thank you for entrusting 
and sharing with us  your precious children. 

Love always, Teacher Lisa 
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